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AUCKLAND SINKING INTO A TOXIC DARK AGE 
 

Report on the Current State of Auckland’s Chemical Spray Regime 
January 2016  

 
 
Summary: 
 
Currently there is nowhere in Auckland where chemical spraying is not being 
undertaken on a regular and ongoing basis by Auckland Transport or Council.  Much of 
this is being done without the knowledge of its citizens, and in several worrying cases 
appears to be undertaken in a covert and questionable manner. 
 
Glyphosate (AKA Roundup) use has expanded exponentially in the last year in spite of 
the twenty year chemical restriction or total ban in the heavily populated urban areas of 
the legacy North Shore and Auckland Cities (including the Hauraki Gulf Islands).  
Glyphosate’s human health hazards highlighted by last year’s reclassification by the 
WHO as a probable human carcinogen has been brushed aside and dismissed by both 
Auckland Council and Auckland Transport. 
 
Information released under the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 
(LGOIMA) shows that since Auckland Transport took over the road corridor vegetation 
control ALL the legacy non-chemical contracts have been broken – all with the 
knowledge of Auckland Council, and the apparent implicit consent of Auckland 
Transport. 
 
 
Details:  (See Auckland Transport maps - appendix1 for current and legacy boundaries, 
appendix 2 for current weed treatment methods 
 
In the legacy non-chemical North Shore area: 
 
 

 In the North East Urban contract area the east coast bays from 
Takapuna to Long Bay are no longer treated with steam or hot water, but 
glyphosate and mechanical. 

 All Level 2 roads in the North East contract area are no longer treated 
with steam or hot water but sprayed with glyphosate. 

 Devonport is still treated with steam, but is receiving supplementary 
glyphosate sprays. 

 In the North West Urban contract the Greenhithe, Wainoni, Schnapper 
Rock area is being sprayed with glyphosate instead of the legacy hot 
water treatment. 

 New areas of Hobsonville and Whenuapai that were merged into the 
legacy North West Urban non-chemical contract and subsequently 
treated with hot water have also been removed by Auckland Transport 
and forced to revert to glyphosate.  
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In the legacy non-chemical Auckland City area: 
 
 

 In the Central East contract which covers Orakei, Tamaki and 
Maungakiekie local boards, glyphosate is being added to the ‘organic’ 
herbicide every second spray - ie 3-4 times a year.  The same number of 
glyphosate sprays chemical areas receive. 

 The south eastern arterial routes in the Central East area are no longer 
treated with ‘organic’ herbicides but sprayed with glyphosate. 

 In the central urban contract area of Albert/Eden, Puketapapa and 
Waitemata wards the roadside areas outside all 260 schools and early 
education establishments are being sprayed with glyphosate instead of 
‘organic’ herbicides. 

 All inner CBD, waterfront and central Newmarket areas are being treated 
with glyphosate not ‘organic’ herbicides. 

 Waiheke Island roads were sprayed with glyphosate for the first time in 
20 years because of a “misinterpretation” by the new contractor.  Since 
returned to non-chemical after Auckland Transport apologise. 

 Great Barrier is no longer treated by non-chemical methods but with 
glyphosate. 

 
It should also be noted, that except for Waiheke Island and some of the hot water 
treatment area in the North West every Auckland Transport contractor uses glyphosate, 
and spraying takes place with it on a regular basis in all areas for so-called “targeted 
weeds” (a euphemism for a supplementary chemical spray).  Notices published in local 
newspapers and on Auckland Transport’s web site no longer specify that glyphosate or 
metsulfuron is being used – just “approved herbicides”.   
 
It should also be noted that every park, playground or reserve in the whole of Auckland 
now receives glyphosate treatment on all its paths, roads and hard edgings unless a 
local board has explicitly funded a non-chemical opt out.   
 
Information also shows that all the different glyphosate products being used contain 
other chemical compounds or are being specially added by the contractor.  e.g. 
surfactants/sticking agents/ rain guard.  Some of these additives are considered many 
times more toxic than glyphosate alone or can enhance the toxicity of glyphosate when 
combined in the mix.  
 
Conclusion  
 
Both Auckland Council and Auckland Transport have repeatedly said that the non-
chemical practices of the legacy cities would be, and are being, honoured and 
continued.  But the evidence as detailed shows this is UNTRUE.  But this is only part of 
what is happening in our city. A chemical regime is being fashioned behind closed doors 
by a Council in collusion with its own CCO, Auckland Transport.   
 
This chemical regime is being approved and sanctioned at the highest levels and is 
being implemented with covert and calculated stealth without the knowledge, oversight 
or agreement of councillors, local boards and the community.  Nowhere, in all the 
information made available to us, has any consideration been given to the prime reason 
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why these weed and vegetation policies were developed and adopted by cities and local 
boards in the first place: the health and welfare of its people and the environment. 
 
No price can be put on this vital objective, and the cost cutting, penny-pinching 
decisions that have been made, and are being fabricated and justified every day, 
demean us as a city that aspires to put the wellbeing of its people first.   
 
We are therefore renewing our call to Mayor Len Brown and Auckland Transport Chair 
Dr Lester Levy in our April 2015 Open Letter, to immediately cease the use of 
glyphosate in all its public operations.   Nine months of inaction has resulted in nine 
months of further exposure for Auckland citizens to the adverse health effects of this 
cancer-causing chemical.  
 
And in the light of the extent to which that exposure has intensified, we demand that the 
serious questions arising from this Report be answered and a public investigation and 
audit of why legacy practices have been subverted and overturned in this way be 
undertaken as a matter of urgency.  
 

 Why has Auckland Transport or Council not informed Councillors, local 
boards and the community that they no longer live in a chemical-free spray 
zone, and why have they not alerted everyone in the legacy areas with 
chemical sensitivity, health problems and concerns? 

 

 Why are the public being kept in the dark about what is being sprayed on 
their doorstep, outside their schools and in their parks?  Why don’t notices 
to spray on websites and in newspapers detail exactly what is being 
sprayed and the same chemical information being displayed on spray 
vehicles and signs during operations? 

 

 Why are there no signs in playgrounds, parks and reserves informing the 
community and particularly parents and pet owners, that the park is 
sprayed with chemicals and explicit warning signage when spraying is/has 
taken place? 
 

 Has Auckland Council also sanctioned the glyphosate spraying of the 67 
totally chemical free parks that were specially established throughout the 
city to allow chemically sensitive families to use them in safety?  

 

 Have Auckland Transport and/or Council informed councillors, local 
boards, school Principals and Trustees, parents and the community that 
260 schools and early education centres in the central area are now 
getting the ‘special treatment’ of being sprayed with glyphosate instead of 
non-chemical vegetation control? 

 

 Is a similar regime operating outside schools in the rest of Auckland’s 
legacy non-chemical areas that we don’t know about? 

 

 Who sanctioned Auckland Transport giving permission for road corridor 
contractors to abandon legacy non-chemical methods of vegetation control 
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and use glyphosate without any consultation with councillors, local boards 
and the affected community? 

 

 What re-imbursements have been made to the public purse by these 
contractors for employing what Auckland Council and Auckland Transport 
insist are ‘cheaper’ methods?  

 

 Who sanctioned Auckland Transport instructing a contractor to return an 
area being treated non-chemically to glyphosate treatment? 

 

 Why is Auckland Transport blocking and opposing all moves and requests 
to progress or adopt non-chemical vegetation control in current chemical 
areas? 

 

 Why is Auckland Council endorsing and accepting the gutting and 
neutralising of the vision, principles and objectives of its own adopted 
Weed Management Policy as it did when its first act of ‘implementation’ 
was to order the spraying of glyphosate in place of non-chemical methods 
for all hard surfaces in parks?   
 

 Why has Auckland Council now removed all non-chemical methodologies 
such as hot water, steam and ‘organic’ herbicides from its approved 
treatment for weeds and vegetation control in complete abrogation of its 
own policy? 

 

 On what basis and authority is Auckland Council now stating that the 
parks cost-cutting chemical regime embedded in the Long Term Plan 
2015/25 ‘authorises’ them to impose chemicals as the baseline method of 
control for all weeds and vegetation across the entire city Including the 
road corridor?    

 
 
Hana Blackmore & Dr Meriel Watts 
For the Weed Management Advisory 
 
 
 
Primary Sources: 
 
1.  Official information Request 9000136282 – supplied 14 August 2015  
2.  Official information Request CAS-1669-19-K1X9W5 – supplied 18 December 2015 
3.  Memo to Auckland Councillors – Information used to inform decisions on Weed 
control methods in local parks and the road corridor – and attached table Comparison of 
weed control methodologies – 6 November 2015 
4.  Auckland Transport Notices of intention to spray - https://at.govt.nz/about-us/asset-
maintenance/weed-spraying/ 
5.  Auckland City Legacy Weed Management Policy – 1999. 
https://weedmanagementadvisory.files.wordpress.com/2016/01/auckland-city-legacy-
weed-management-policy-original.pdf 

https://at.govt.nz/about-us/asset-maintenance/weed-spraying/
https://at.govt.nz/about-us/asset-maintenance/weed-spraying/
https://weedmanagementadvisory.files.wordpress.com/2016/01/auckland-city-legacy-weed-management-policy-original.pdf
https://weedmanagementadvisory.files.wordpress.com/2016/01/auckland-city-legacy-weed-management-policy-original.pdf
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Appendix 1 
 
Auckland Transport’s Map showing current contract and legacy boundaries for roadside 
weed treatment  
 

 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Appendix 2 

 
Auckland Transport’s Map showing current roadside weed treatments  

 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
 
 


